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Abstract. Decentralized applications rely on non-centralized technical
infrastructures and coordination principles. Without trusted third par-
ties, their execution is not controlled by entities exercising centralized
coordination but is instead realized through technologies supporting dis-
tribution such as blockchains and serverless computing. Executing de-
centralized applications with these technologies, however, is challenging
due to the limited transparency and insight in the execution, especially
when involving centralized cloud platforms. This paper extends an ap-
proach for execution and instance tracking on blockchains and cloud plat-
forms permitting distributed parties to observe the instances and states
of executable models. The approach is extended with (1.) a metamodel
describing the concepts for instance tracking on cloud platforms indepen-
dent of concrete models or implementation, (2.) a multidimensional data
model realizing the concepts accordingly, permitting the verifiable stor-
age, tracking, and analysis of execution states for distributed parties, and
(3.) an implementation on the Ethereum blockchain and Amazon Web
Services (AWS) using state machine models. Towards supporting decen-
tralized applications with high scalability and distribution requirements,
the approach establishes a consistent view on instances for distributed
parties to track and analyze the execution along multiple dimensions
such as specific clients and execution engines.

Keywords: Decentralized Applications · Blockchain · Serverless Com-
puting · Conceptual Modeling · Instance Tracking

1 Introduction

The execution of applications has evolved over the years towards further distri-
bution, involving a recent shift from traditional client-server to advanced cloud-
based architectures [23]. Given this trend, applications are deployed increasingly
on cloud platforms that support their execution at scale while allowing for dis-
tribution across servers, e.g. in multiple geographic locations. In parallel to these
developments, decentralized applications based on blockchains [35] have emerged
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where (1.) the deployment and execution do not depend on centralized technical
infrastructures, e.g. individual servers, and (2.) the parties involved in deploy-
ment, execution, or any governance aspects, coordinate their actions without
centralized control [15], e.g. using roles, permissions, and voting mechanisms
instead of relying on central authorities or trusted third parties. Decentralized
applications can be applied for decentralized organizations [33,13], processes [14],
industrial applications [4] such as IoT, supply chain management, source trac-
ing, and further applications based on credits or tokens [4]. Blockchains provide
verifiable execution in these scenarios, i.e., all parties involved are able to trans-
parently observe individual transactions and executions in smart contracts.

For executing decentralized applications, cloud platforms are currently lim-
ited as they support decentralized technical infrastructures (1.) and decentral-
ized coordination (2.) only partially. Decentralized infrastructures can be utilized
with serverless computing [23], where execution is specified abstract from indi-
vidual servers or virtual machines and is distributed and scaled by the cloud
platform. When involving distributed parties without centralized coordination,
however, it becomes challenging for them to coordinate their actions due to
the limited insight in the execution on cloud platforms. Here, the execution is
controlled in a centralized manner while distributed parties cannot observe and
follow it over time. Blockchain-based execution, on the other hand, allows for
transparency in this regard but is limited in scalability [36] required for per-
forming data- and compute-intensive operations. Thus, an execution on cloud
platforms that utilizes blockchains to gain insight in the execution is investi-
gated in this paper, motivated by the overarching research question: ”How can
distributed parties track the execution behavior of applications on cloud plat-
forms and blockchains without centralized coordination?”.

Towards addressing this question, an approach for execution and instance
tracking is applied [12,15] that tracks the instance of each execution by record-
ing individual instance states of an executable model in a distributed fashion.
When running an executable model on a cloud platform, e.g. a process, work-
flow, or state machine model, instances with their states are registered in a smart
contract that allows distributed parties to observe execution behavior.

The contribution of this paper is an extension of the architecture for exe-
cutable models and instance tracking on blockchain and cloud platforms [15] by
applying conceptual modeling and metamodeling [21,20] together with multidi-
mensional data modeling [11] towards an implementation. In particular, the con-
tribution encompasses (1.) a metamodel for tracking instances among distributed
parties independent of concrete models or implementation, (2.) a multidimen-
sional data model for recording instances locally at each participant providing
verifiable storage, the tracking of execution behavior in instance states, and
analysis of past executions along multiple dimensions such as time or clients,
as well as (3.) an implementation demonstrating feasibility on the Ethereum
blockchain [3] and Amazon Web Services (AWS) using state machine models in
the form of AWS Step Functions [1].
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
background on relevant technologies and related work on model-based approaches
utilizing blockchains. Section 3 describes the design of the metamodel, applies it
for the design of a multidimensional data model, and leads to Section 4 with an
implementation for demonstrating feasibility. Section 5 discusses and concludes
the paper.

2 Background and Related Work

This section introduces background for blockchains, serverless computing, and
model-based representations, and discusses related work utilizing models on
blockchain infrastructures.

Blockchain technologies permit distributed parties to verifiably store data in
integrity-secured data structures and to verifiably compute using programs in
the form of smart contracts. Commonly, blockchain systems can be described
in terms of a data structure of transactions, e.g. backward-linked blocks [28,3]
or graphs [32], a consensus algorithm executing and verifying transactions [2],
and a network of distributed parties operating blockchain nodes for distribu-
tion and verification of the data structure as defined by the consensus algo-
rithm [8]. In contrast to cloud platforms, the execution in open and permission-
less blockchains such as Ethereum or Cardano [16] is transparent, verifiable by
all distributed parties without trusted third parties, and especially suited for de-
centralized applications. Here, decentralized applications [35] can utilize smart
contracts for verifiable computation to achieve (1.) execution without relying on
centralized technical infrastructure and (2.) non-centralized coordination of the
execution controlled and observed by distributed parties [15]. Cloud platforms
such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, or Google Cloud Plat-
form focus on providing infrastructure, software platforms, or applications as a
service [27]. While infrastructure services commonly concern specific physical or
virtual servers, the services for platforms and applications hide infrastructure
such that, possibly, non-centralized infrastructure might be used under the con-
trol of the provider. This is supported by the increasing abstraction recently
observed in platform services, especially regarding serverless computing [19].
Here, specifications tend to be modular and functional, e.g. using lambda func-
tions, permitting distribution for availability and reliability as well as scalability
in terms of parallel execution on distributed servers. In addition, model-based
execution specifications can be applied, e.g., on Microsoft Azure or AWS [7].

Model-based approaches utilizing blockchains as technical infrastructures
have been suggested, e.g., to store, track, or execute models with their instances.
Related works discuss often-times the execution of business processes and work-
flows [34,10], e.g. using the BPMN modeling language [31] for processes [24,7] or
choreographies [22] and related modeling languages such as CMMN [26], with
further approaches discussing, e.g., ontologies for execution [6], state machine
execution [29,25], enterprise model storage [9], attestation of models [17,18], as
well as instance tracking [12,15] and the design of process models and business
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systems [14]. The attestation and instance tracking approaches are applied in
this paper to capture the states of model instances over time and utilize the
blockchain for distributing the metadata of models such that distributed par-
ties can observe and verify the progression of instance states. For the execution
of decentralized applications, these approaches can be combined with serverless
computing that supports execution abstract from technical infrastructure and
offers scalability. Towards this direction, the previously introduced architecture
for blockchains and cloud platforms [15] is used as a basis. Components of the
architecture are clients, controlling and tracking the execution of models and
instances, cloud platforms with execution engines, and blockchains with a smart
contract to distribute and register models, instances, and states.

3 Instance Tracking Metamodel and Data Model

The two following subsections describe the metamodel in its concepts and sub-
sequently apply it for the design of a multidimensional data model to track
instances and to analyze past executions.

3.1 Metamodel

Metamodeling [21,20] is applied here for the identification and description of
concepts and relationships required for executable models and instance tracking
on blockchains and cloud platforms. Based on the previously introduced archi-
tecture [15], the metamodel in Figure 1 explicitly describes and generalizes the
concepts required for execution engines, smart contracts, and clients controlling
and observing the execution behavior. In the following, the related metamodel
concepts are discussed from a client point-of-view.

Client and Execution Engine Concepts A Client represents one of the
distributed parties involved in an execution. Clients can exercise control over
execution engines, observe instance states, and verify the states with instance
protocols obtained through interactions on the blockchain.

An Execution Engine supports running executable models under the con-
trol of a client. Examples include cloud platforms such as Amazon Web Services
(AWS) that support, e.g. workflow models for orchestrating web services, low-
code and no-code platforms such as OutSystems [7] that represent application
logic and user interface flows visually, or workflow engines such as Camunda for
executable business process models [5]. In operation, the lifecycle of an execution
can be observed by following each Engine Event. Engine events encompass the
Deployment of an executable model, Run a model by creating an instance, Enter
State for each state reached over time, Transition for each transition between
states, and Terminate for ending the execution of an instance. When running
a deployed model, the engine might emit events for entering states and possi-
bly events for transitions. E.g., AWS Step Function models emit events when
entering a state and when initial and final states of an execution are reached [1].
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Fig. 1. Metamodel describing the concepts for model-based execution and instance
tracking. Clients exercise control over an execution and observe models with instances
and states through the events of a smart contract.

An Executable Model is a representation that specifies execution abstract
from source code. Executable models are represented in a custom modeling lan-
guage specified by the execution engine or using a standardized modeling lan-
guage. For instance, AWS Step Function models utilize a custom Amazon States
Language [1] while process and workflow models might rely on the BPMN 2.0
standard [31].

An Instance is created when a deployed model is run. Each instance contains
concrete data or objects for the abstract concepts defined in the model as far
as they are related to the individual execution. An engine such as the AWS
engine for Step Functions might issue an instance ID and run the model in a
cloud-based execution environment, thereby entering an initial state.

A State reached during the execution describes a discrete state an instance
has at a point in time. When observing the execution from the point-of-view of
a client, the result is a series of states for an instance, regardless of weather the
engine emits events when entering a state or when transitioning between states.
An instance might be terminated, e.g. when reaching a final state, in exception
or failure cases, or when manually terminating the execution.

Client and Blockchain Concepts For engine events to be distributed and
observable by other clients, a smart contract deployed in a blockchain is utilized.
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A Client interacts with the blockchain through a Client Account, i.e.,
an account capable of deploying smart contracts and calling its functions by
a Transaction that is signed by the Client. For this reason, a client exercising
control over an execution engine deploys the instance tracking Smart Contract

that is represented by a Contract Account. Thereby, the client links the execu-
tion engine under its control to the Client Account. This link can be observed
together with future actions controlling the execution through the Contract

Account by other clients.
In particular, the client invokes the smart contract by a Transaction with a

Function that is triggered for each Engine Event, linking event occurrences
to a Client Account. For registering the engine events, the smart contract
functions emit a Contract Event such that other clients will be notified and
can reconstruct the instance state. Engine events of the smart contract are
Register Model for deployment, Register Instance when a model is run,
Register State when entering a state, Register Transition for transition
events, and Terminate Instance upon the termination of an instance. For se-
curing integrity, i.e. for verifying models, instances, and states have not been
changed, each function records a hash value as a content-based representation
of the model, instance, or state. For example, when a state is entered, the client
controlling the execution obtains the state, calculates its hash value, and includes
it in a smart contract transaction that calls the register state function.

For tracking instances, a Client observes each State of an instance on the
execution engine and verifies its existence and integrity with the smart contract
in the following manner. Each Engine Event is reflected by a Transaction

that calls the corresponding smart contract Function and triggers a Contract

Event. Through the event, a Client is notified and appends the information of
the event to an Instance Protocol, including the information of the function
call. Thus, the protocol is created or reconstructed entirely from blockchain data.

For verification, the observed state from the execution engine is applied to
a hash function for comparing the resulting value with the hash value supplied
by the initial function call. In case of matching hash values, the integrity of
an Executable Model, Instance, or State resulting from an Engine Event is
confirmed. Furthermore, it can be linked to an Execution Engine controlled
by a Client and verified regarding further metadata such as timestamps. In
case the verification fails at any point, e.g. hash values differ, validity cannot be
established. Consequently, the observed Executable Model, Instance, or State
is discarded as it cannot be attributed to the Client that is linked to the smart
contract, e.g., because of a modification made on the cloud platform not initiated
by the Client.

3.2 Multidimensional Data Model

On the basis of the metamodel, this section establishes a data model that can
be used for tracking instances locally at each individual client. The data model
design applies multidimensional modeling [11] to describe and analyze the data
related to instances along multiple dimensions of models and their execution.
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Relational data is assumed for providing a data warehouse with a schema that
can be efficiently analyzed with state-of-the-art databases. Figure 2 shows the
data model. In the first of the two following subsections, the model is discussed
for storing data along the dimensions, e.g. of states and their related events and
transactions of the smart contract. The second subsection discusses the model
for tracking and analyzing data by means of the facts in the form of events and
timestamps.
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Fig. 2. Multidimensional data model for tracking models, instances, states, and tran-
sitions according to smart contract events. Tracking and aggregation is supported over
dimensional data (prefix D), e.g. for clients or contracts, for the events stored as fact
data (prefix F).

Dimensions Dimension tables store the data of models, instances, and states,
as well as blockchain-related data of events and transactions between the client
and the smart contract.

For models, instances, and states, the dimension tables D Model, D Instance,
and D State store hash values for identification as primary key (PK). The hash
values reference each model, instance, and state at a point in time that is cap-
tured by each value, calculated when an event is observed. Foreign key (FK)
relationships indicate referential integrity such that states are recorded for a
specific instance and instances are, in turn, recorded for a specific model. The
content-based storage in the form of hash values also permits the verification of
integrity, by comparing to values calculated from models, instances, and states
on the execution engine.

Blockchain-related data is stored for every transaction between the client
and the smart contract in D Transaction. A transaction is identified by a hash
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value (transaction hash) and indicates the client address, contract account ad-
dress (ca address), the block of the transaction (block hash), and the transaction
fee due to the execution on the blockchain. A fee is recorded with a unit (trans-
action fee unit), e.g. gas1, and price per unit (transaction unit price). Blocks
stored in D Block allow accessing a timestamp that can be used in verification
by comparison to timestamps from the execution engine. In each transaction,
the referenced contract account address (ca address) points to the contract in
D Contract that, in turn, is linked to the specific client that initially deployed the
contract (deployment address). With each client in D Client also an additional
blockchain-external ID is stored in client id.

Event types of all observed events are recorded from the point-of-view of a
client and recorded in D Event Type. Only the type is stored with an identifier
(event type id), e.g. as generated by a database. According to the metamodel,
event types observed at run-time are stored such that, e.g., the registration of
models with the type ”Register Model” is part of the dimensional data.

Facts Fact tables store each occurrence of an event together with the related
model, instance, state, or transition. Along the dimensions, events might be
analyzed, e.g., for events of a specific type or from a particular client.

For events related to a model, F Model stores each occurrence in terms of the
event type (event type id), the transaction the event was observed in (transac-
tion hash), an index identifier within the transaction (event index), and the time
the event was observed (timestamp). Similarly, events of instances, states, and
transitions are stored in F Instance, F State, and F Transition. For each of
the fact tables, the related models, instances, states, or transitions are referenced
by hash values.

Data in the fact tables reflect the models, instances, and states as they existed
at the point in time when an event occurred. For tracking and the evaluation of
past executions, a fact table joined with one or more dimension tables permits
an analysis along the dimensions. E.g., a specific model, instance, or state might
be analyzed over time, clients, contracts, transactions, blocks, or event types. In
addition, data can be aggregated for the dimensions, e.g., accessing for all states
of an instance, the number of states, timestamps, and duration of states, as well
as statistics such as the total or average number of states in multiple instances,
or the average state duration.

4 Implementation

The aim of this section is a demonstration of feasibility by implementation on the
Ethereum blockchain and the AWS cloud platform using Step Function models.
For this purpose, the architecture of the approach [15] has been implemented
and tested with a prototype client application in Python 3.9 for event processing,
a smart contract in Solidity 0.8.18 for registering and distributing events, and a

1 https://ethereum.org/en/developers/docs/gas/

https://ethereum.org/en/developers/docs/gas/
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PostgreSQL 15 database implementation for storing instance protocols2. The
corresponding concepts of the metamodel are realized by tracking executable
models, instances, and states in an event-driven fashion with local storage of
instance protocols according to the data model.

4.1 Executable Models on AWS

For the use case of parallel data processing in a distributed scenario, an example
model has been implemented as shown in Figure 3 in a state machine diagram
on the left-hand side and an excerpt of a corresponding JSON representation on
the right-hand side. In this scenario, data records are received from a message
queue, transformed, and written into a data warehouse. Such a pattern can be
observed in many distributed applications, e.g., for compute- and data-intensive
processing of business transactions, device data of industrial systems, IoT data,
or analytics and machine learning. On cloud platforms, executable models might
be composed out of services for these applications. In the example model, ele-
ments represent task states with service interactions in addition to initial and
final states with further elements for mapping and control flow. Utilizing AWS
services, messages are received using AWS Lambda with an SQS message queue
and processed in parallel involving data transformation in Lambda, updating
data warehouse records in DynamoDB, and dequeuing in Lambda. Further ex-
amples involve controlling other step function models in addition to, e.g., training
machine learning models [1].

4.2 Prototype

The client application operates in two modes, concerning (1.) event processing
of AWS execution events with the processing of models, instances, and states,
leading to smart contract function calls, as well as (2.) for tracking and analysis
based on smart contract events to record models, instances, and states in an
instance protocol with a data warehouse for further analysis.

Event Processing on AWS and Smart Contract Calls The client appli-
cation observes AWS CloudWatch event logs for model deployments, running
instances, entering states, and terminating instances. For each observed model,
execution, and state, representations in JSON format are used, normalized re-
garding the formatting, and applied as input for calculating a hash value h using
SHA-256 [30] as content-based identifier.

With the deployment of a model, corresponding events are observed, the
AWS JSON data is obtained, normalized, and represented in h, as indicated
in the example at the bottom of Figure 3. Subsequent events of instance runs
and terminations are collected and applied to the hash function, based on JSON
data created with a globally unique identifier (GUID), timestamps, and the

2 https://github.com/fhaer/Itrex-Engine-Event-Processing

https://github.com/fhaer/Itrex-Engine-Event-Processing
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Fig. 3.AWS Step Functions model for parallel data processing in a distributed scenario,
where data is received through a message queue, transformed, and stored in a data
warehouse. The model is shown as state machine diagram and JSON representation. A
hash value h is used for identification based on the model content and for verification.

AWS region. By this data, the start and end of each instance is represented.
For the states of an instance, Figure 4 shows an example. When the execution
engine enters a new state of an instance, a corresponding event is captured for
calculating h, as indicated in the figure, based on the trace of prior execution
states and metadata including event IDs, timestamps, and the AWS region. Each
event triggers the corresponding smart contract function in order to register hash
values and metadata with the contract and to notify distributed clients through
an event.

Tracking and Analysis by Events and Instance Protocols From the
client point-of-view, smart contract events are observed in order to store model,
instance, and state events locally such that an instance protocol can be created
in a database for tracking and analysis. Upon the notification by an event, the
related functions retrieve the registered model, instance, or state data from AWS
and verify it based on the smart contract data in the form of metadata, hash
values, and related blockchain transactions. The verification follows the concept
of blockchain-based attestation [18], where validity is established through (1.)
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Fig. 4. AWS Step Functions instance created from the model shown in Figure 3. The
instance consists of 13 states for parallel data processing, executed in multiple concur-
rent iterations. By chance, the last state of the instance belongs to ”Iteration #2”.

integrity, by re-calculation and comparison of hash values, (2.) time, by requiring
matching event and model timestamps within a range, and (3.) client addresses
linked to prior artifacts, by requiring addresses matching the owner of a model
or instance as well as matching addresses for states of an instance and instances
of a model. If validation is established, database records are created.

The database is implemented in the fashion of a data warehouse according to
the data model to permit further analysis of past instances. Figure 5 shows an
example query for retrieving an instance protocol of instance h = a681[...]779d
and model h = c632[...]81e1 as given before in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The
states captured correspond to the states of type task state, i.e., states performing
interactions with services for computation or data operations. Here, the second
state shows the transformation of a data record in ”Iteration #0”, the first of
four concurrent iterations. The last state processed, by chance, is ”Iteration #2”.
In each iteration, the states named ”Transform Data”, ”Update Warehouse”,
and ”Dequeue” are reached, resulting in lines 2 to 13 of the instance protocol.
The corresponding blockchain transactions between blocks 3060324 and 3060336
were made in the Ethereum Sepolia test network and can be seen there3. As an
example for analysis with aggregation along the dimensions, the number of states
in the instance can be compared with, e.g., a second instance shown in Figure 6.

3 https://sepolia.etherscan.io/address/0xAcD398d9F25C40b1d292bfF2190A08D7D90
7c568

https://sepolia.etherscan.io/address/0xAcD398d9F25C40b1d292bfF2190A08D7D907c568
https://sepolia.etherscan.io/address/0xAcD398d9F25C40b1d292bfF2190A08D7D907c568
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Fig. 5. Instance protocol listing the 13 states of the instance in Figure 4. The protocol
is retrieved by querying the multidimensional data model implemented in a relational
PostgreSQL 15 database.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the number of states between two instances by aggregation over
model and instance dimensions.

5 Discussion and Outlook

This paper investigates how decentralized applications can be executed on cloud
platforms and blockchains such that distributed parties can observe execution
behavior through the blockchain. For addressing the research question, instance
tracking [12,15] and attestation [18] concepts are applied based on an architec-
ture for executing models on blockchains and cloud platforms [15].

As a first result, a metamodel describes the generalized concepts required for
executing models on cloud platforms together with recording execution events
using a smart contract and instance protocols. Secondly, a multidimensional data
model realizes the concepts by permitting (a.) the recording of instance protocols
locally for each distributed party in a verifiable manner, (b.) the tracking of
states, instances, and models, and (c.) the analysis of past executions along
multiple dimensions, e.g., specific clients, contracts, and time spans with optional
data aggregations computing statistics such as the average number and duration
of states. Thirdly, the implementation on the Ethereum blockchain and AWS
with Step Function models confirms the feasibility of the approach.
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The approach combines cloud platforms and blockchains primarily for realiz-
ing scalability with the aim of decentralized coordination. While cloud platforms
assume centralized control over the execution, they provide means to run applica-
tions distributed and abstract from concrete technical infrastructures, especially
using serverless computing models such as AWS step functions. Through in-
stance tracking the execution can gain transparency, however, the tracking does
not address further aspects related to decentralization such as control and feed-
back mechanisms, or governance. Thus, decentralized applications can utilize
blockchains with smart contracts for decentralized coordination aspects in com-
bination with cloud platforms that support execution abstract from centralized
technical infrastructure for gaining distribution and scalability.

In effect, instance tracking allows for transparent execution behavior by dis-
tributing instance states in a verifiable manner to distributed parties. A consis-
tent view of the tracking and analysis data is established, therefore, based on
the locally stored instance protocols. Overall, the approach suggests tracking and
analysis might be applied as part of decentralized applications on blockchains
and cloud platforms. The transparency, distribution, and scalability properties
gained on this basis might be utilized in data- and compute-intensive applica-
tions, e.g. involving IoT device data, machine learning, workflow automation,
collaborations, or decentralized organizations. Future research will evaluate and
address the integration of further decentralized execution aspects related to data-
and compute-intensive applications.
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